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Driving a BMW
shouldn't mean you
have to spend a
fortune on repair bills.
Judging from the repair bills you get from some BMW mechanics,
they must think you're made of money. You won't have that
problem at Strictly BMW. Our prices are reasonable1
and our work is top-quality.
' ,.~',,
With our ASE-certified Master Technicians, state-of- '
the-art equipment, and computerized access to all ...
factory service bulletins , we 'll save you time and
money by making sure your repairs are
done right the first time. And with our
~
extensive inventory of factory parts , we 'll
have you back on your wheels again before
you know it!
As a get-to know-you special, save 10% up to
$35.00 on all services, OR receive an Oil
Change for just $19.95 plus tax. Offer valid
through April 30, 1997, new
customers only. We'll even
provide free shuttle service!
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STRICTLY BMW
So call us today at 747-6044. Independent Service

2111 140th Ave. NE
Bellevue, WA 98005

Over 2,000 BMW owners trust us with their keys.
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April 27

Meeting. Monterey Revisited one last time. Come
see the slide show that was shown at the banquet.

Driving Events
Jacqueline Kahn
8034 NE l 78th Lane
Bothell, WA 98011
206 48 1-9571

May 1

Board Meeting at Michael Thompson 's home.
Starting time is 7:00.

May4

High Performance Driving School at Bremerton
Raceway. This is the beginning of our driving
season. Get ready for SIR in June.

May24

Vashon Island Tour. A beautiful drive and a visit
to Seattle's Best Coffee.

July 5, 6

Pacific Northwest Histories at SIR. We'll have our
club corral again, but it will be limited this year.
So register early.

July 27

Concours d 'Elegance. Our biggest event of the
year. Once again at the Mercer Island Lid Park.
Don't miss it.

Wes Hill
206 989-9516
Concours d 'Elegance
Al Lancaster
29817 2nd Ave. S.W.
Federal Way, WA 98023
206 946-4100
Banquet
Hugh Golden
23610 51stAve.S.
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Past President
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3573 E. "L" St.
Tacoma, WA 98404
206 472-4505

BMW ACA events are partially supported by a
generous grant from BMW of North America, Inc.
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Pacific Northwest Histories

April Fool

The Society of Vintage Racing Enthusiasts (SOVREN) is once again holding the
Pacific Northwest Historic Races at Seattle International Raceway over the Fourth of
July weekend. And once again, we will be having a club corral.
But the other arrangements are a little different this year. Due to overwhelming
response, club corral parking is by advance reservation only . And it is very limited. The
club corrals are very popular because it's fun to park with all the BMWs and because it
is the best spectator parking available. There will be nearly 40 clubs represented this
year.
We will have only ten spots available on Saturday, July 5th, and 20 spots on Sunday,
July 6th. The spots will be sold on a first come, first served basis. When they're gone,
they're gone. To register, fill out the Registration Form adjacent to this article, indicate
which day you want, and mail the form and a check for $5 per day per car to BMW
ACA, c/o Lucetta Lightfoot, P. 0. Box 1259, Bellevue, WA 98009. Make your checks
payable to BMW ACA.
You will receive a corral pass. This must be shown to the gate person on race day. At
the gate, you will be charged an additional $ lO per car and driver and $5 for each passenger.
And remember, all proceeds from the weekend go to benefit Children's Hospital.

Some explanation is in order. Every
ten years we do a special April Fool's
issue of Ziindfolge. The first one appeared
in April of 1977. The next was in April of
1987. And, well, another ten years have
gone by. So this Ziindfolge has a mix of
humor (?) and spoofs and serious articles.
Hbpefully you can tell the difference . The
perpetrators of each of these April Fool's
issues have been Thomas Nast with the
assistance of Marc Cohen. Tom is, of
course, our Stalls columnist. Marc Cohen
was a Ziindfolge editor for many years,
but is no longer in the club. He has
returned for this issue to help Tom out.
This month's cover illustrates the persistant crack problem in Ballard. The
cover does not represent the end of civilization as we know it, but it's close
enough.
Next month we will return to another
decade of the information and tasteful ness. But watch out in April 2007!
-David Lightfoot

Pacific Northwest Histories
Registration Form
Name: - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- -- Address: _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State, Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

Date(s) Wanted: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __
Enclose $5 per car per date. Make checks payable to BMW ACA
Mail form and check to:
BMW ACA c!o Lucetta Lightfoot
264139thAve. W. Seattle, WA98199

Monterey Revisited Night
You asked for it' One last time, we will present the Monterey slide show
that was first shown at the banquet in January. If you missed it then, or
you'd like to see it again, be there. After this showing the slides will be
returned to the five club members who shot them .
The slide show will be presented on April 27th, Sunday evening, from
6:30 until about 8:30. The show consists of a couple hundred slides taken at
the Monterey Histories last August when BMW was the featured marque.
The slides are accompanied by music and narration. And this time, the setting will be a classroom. All the seats face the screen and the screen is ten
feet square. You'll be able to see all the beautiful and historic BMWs bigger
and better than ever. We will also be showing a video created by BMW AG
which traces the history of BMW Motorsport.
The price of this show? Nothing, nada, zero. No pre-registration. Just
show up and enjoy. Kids, spouses & friends are welcome.
The location is a classroom at 2521 Fourth Avenue in the Denny
Regrade area of Seattle. It' s about four or five blocks south of the Space
Needle. The building is the Centennial Tower Apartments. The classroom is
located on the ground floor at the north end of the block. The name on the
door is Becker CPA Review .
See you there.
-David Lightfoot

Lake Union
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SOUTH BOUND OR
NORTHBOUND

Denny Way

Union St.
Exit
SOUTHBOUND

Seneca St.
Exit

Puget Sound
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Scrawls
by World B. Nast

egular readers of mine, and perhaps irregular ones as well, will
know my predilections related to
newer cars in general and the most recent
BMW offerings in particular. Simply put,
modern automobiles are too complicated,
heavy and expensive. This is why my
entire fleet is comprised of vehicles over
20 years old.
For many years, the
great white fleet (all my
cars are painted white)
has included a
Mercedes 230SL, a
BMW 2000CS, the
wife's Volvo wagon
(the rolling cafeteria),
and any number of vintage motorcycles,
BMW and otherwise.
Besides white paint,
all these cars share
something else:
Simplicity far greater than automobiles
one can buy today. This allows me to perform my own mechanical repairs . The
appeal is clear. Why should I make lots of
money in my law practice when I can
spend my time better chasing parts for the
starter on an ancient Volvo?
My vehicles do not bear the burden of
electric motors to raise and lower the windows. Such motors add weight, complexity and cost. The function is easily performed by an arm with a hand attached.
My vehicles do not have air conditioning.
Why risk a mechanical failure? Of course
one gets a bit warm in traffic on a hot
summer day, but it is a small price to pay.
My vehicles all have carburetors, as
God intended. Fuel injection is complicated and expensive. Injectors are easily
fouled . While it is true that carburetors
need frequent tuning and a simple change
in the weather can mean fiddling with
them, this is the true essence of motoring,
isn't it?

R
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About two years ago I realized I was
on the right track, but I needed to take the
concept further. That is, my vehicles from
the 1960s and 1970s were still too complicated and heavy. What I needed was a
vehicle that was simpler still. This led to
my purchase of a BMW Dixi from 1934.

The Dixi has no curved glass. Thus , I
am able to cut new windows from sheet
glass , a considerable convenience. The
Dixi has spoke wheels so I don't have to
put up with the problems of steel or alloy
wheels. True, the spokes need constant
adjustment, but that is something I can do
on the side of a busy, dusty highway.
The Dixi has no heater, of course. If no
air conditioning is good, no heater must be
better. Certainly we have all been the victim of a failed heater. No longer will I suffer when my heater fails. I will suffer
all the time. The Di xi
even lacks
hydraulic brakes,
thank God, as
mechanical brakes
are certainly quite
enough for anyone.
Of course, the
Dixi was built
long before such
"advancements" 4:.

as seatbelts and airbags. Belts and bags
add much to the cost and weight of a vehicle, while providing no benefit unless one
is in an accident. I do not intend to be
involved in an accident.
After two years of happy motoring in
my Dixi, I still wonder why people insist
on buying cars that are more comfortable,
quicker, more efficient, more
responsive and safer. Do they
follow the ridiculous assumption that all that is new is an
advance over what has come
before? What is the point of all
this? If there is a trend to the
1990s, it is to simplify. Our
lives have become too complicated. Why, even Martha
Stewart, maven of all things
trendy, has begun to complain
about the complexity of her
life. Certainly, Martha would be
well served by a BMW Dixi.
But perhaps even a Dixi is too complicated, too modern. After all, it is still a
mechanical device with dozens of things
that can go wrong. I have considered
removing the starter motor and installing a
hand crank so that I will not be at the
mercy of the sole electric motor on the
Dixi. This would have supplementary benefits in terms of exercise.
But even then, I would
be subject to the
tyranny of the
internal combustion engine.
I believe the solution is
clear. I will buy a horse. One
horsepower should be enough
for anyone. The fuel is cheap
and the emissions are organic.
The only problem I foresee is
finding a way to mount my laptop
on the saddle. +

Letter From The Editor
Well, it's that time of the decade
again. Time for your regular editor to step
aside for a month, while yrs trly decimates
this poor rag.
Used to be, every month mein editor
would worry about whether "Stalls"
would come in on time. This seemed
unfair; he has so much else to do, between

Original
Ersatzteil"
could have
been penned
by Rilke,
declaring
"German chrome
and German rubber, must be made of tin and blubber."
The synthesizer band Kraftwerk later created an entire album around this theme, in
the original German, of course.
Ten years later, we exposed the
635CSTE, an electtic car for the upcoming decade. Due to an unfortunate decision not to expand the trolley wire system,
these cars never got beyond feasibility
studies, but we were gratified that the City
of Seattle installed a $1 B tunnel system
for them. We also had technical advice,
including the pun nobody got, which let
me use it again this time. Recycling: the
watchword of the nineties.
Much water has passed over the bridge
since then. The subscriptions of many of
our regular decennial readers, such as

NEW MEMBERS
Member
Ron McCorkle
Eric Van Doren
Mike & Annette Floyd
Robert & Penelope Genise
Walter & Valerie Eyer
Dan McDowell
Julene & Rod Christophersen
Mark & Michelle Potvin
Jeffery & Margo Quay
Geoffrey Anderson
Ed & Janice Hartstein
James Morrison
Phillip Christopher
Joe & Denise Harris
William & Jane Johnson
Eric Au
Chris & Karen Carlson
Charles Maier
Don Skare
Gregory Lone
Raymond Fink
Windell DeNeely
Timothy Wilson
Mark Bader
Richard & Jan Roller
John & Susan Lucas
Howard Adams
Heather Massman
Cris Poole
Erik Berg
Jeffrey Smith

Zappa, Sagan, J. Garcia and
Dr. Leary, have lapsed. The
entire 1987 model line has
lapsed. The Berlin Wall
collapsed. Congress
remains in its permanent
state of relapse. And so,
we take this opportunity
to look back at what
was, in this month's
"Kleinliche
Geschichte auf
BMW," in the hope
of avoiding running
into it again in the future .

Referred By
Zundfolge
BMW Sea tie

Bellevue BMW
Zundfolge
Request
Bellevue BMW
Ultimate Motor Works
BMW Seattle
Alan & Jean Bentsen
BMW Seattle
Bellevue BMW
Request
.Gift-Michael Bailey

BMWs
325is
'97 M3
'81 320i, '69 2002
'96 Z3
'82 733i
'87 325ic
'84 325e
'86 535i
'72 2002tii
'97 540i
'97 540i
'86 528e
'94 530i
'97 750iL
'88 635CSi
'95 M3
'81 733i

'87 325i
'93 525i
'86 325i, '82 525i
'92 735i
'89 325iX
Bellevue BMW
'92 325i
Redmond Motor Sport
'94 325ic, 528i
BMW Seattle
'80 320i, '72 Bavaria
Internet
'87 M6
Request
'71 2002
BMW Seattle
'92 328iS
BMW Seattle
'96 Z3
Bellevue BMW
'97 Z3, '72 2002tii
BMW Northwest
BMW Seattle

It has been suggested that the production schedule of this special issue of
Ziindfolge be doubled, to every five
years. I was promised my
pay would be doubled along
with it. "Ex nihilo nihil fit," as
they say, but there is something awfully attractive about
giving David Lightfoot only
until April, 2002 to restore order
to the entropic entrails bestowed
within. +
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Keeping in Touch
(with the road) Part I
by Ken Hill
ave you heard the manufacturer' s
ad, "There's a lot riding on your
tires ... ?" This is definitely one of
the few advertising 'truths.' Everything
about a vehicle's performance depends
largely on the rubber installed underneath,
whether that vehicle is intended to carry
heavy loads, pull itself from a boggy pit,
be pleasurably comfortable on the open
road, or stick like glue in tight corners.
Buying and maintaining the right tire for
the job will increase the life of the tire,
and add to the safety and enjoyment of
motoring.
As we steer (pun intended) into the
upcoming driving season, here are some
hints to get the most out of the tires currently installed on your vehicle.

H

Under Pressure
Tires support the weight of your car,
right? Well actually, they don ' t. Tires are
just containers to put air in, the air pressure inside the tire is what supports the
car. Correct air pressure is the single most
important (and the easiest and least expensive!) way to insure proper handling, traction, and durability. However, since air is
a gas that expands and contracts with temperature changes, you can' t just set it and
forget it. For every 10 degrees Fahrenheit
change in outside ambient air temperature,
your tire's inflation pressure wiJl change
by about 1 psi. In most parts of North
America the typical difference between
summer and winter temperatures is about
50 degrees F. which results in a change of
inflation pressure of about 5 psi and could
dramatically affect a tire's characteristics.
The tire pressure recommended in
your vehicle's owner's manual or tire
information sticker is a 'cold ' pressure, so
it should be checked in the morning
before you drive the car more than a few
miles. If you park in a heated or attached
garage in the winter, keep in mind you
will 'lose' pressure when you leave its

6
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warmth and venture out into the cold.
During summer track and competition
events you will "gain" several psi as tires
heat up during driving sessions. And just
as the foil balloon you received on
Valentines' Day has now finally sunk to
the back room floor, tires tend to lose
pressure slowly just 'existing,' roughly
about 1 psi per month. All this is saying,
is it's worth checking your tire pressure
often with a good quality gauge, to avoid
sacrificing handling, traction , durability,
safety, and fun.

Headed in the Right Direction
To get the best wear and performance
from your (properly inflated) tires, the
alignment of the tires is critical. Poor
alignment occurs when the suspension
and steering systems are out of adjustment. This can happen just due to the
aging of a vehicle as suspension components wear and settle, or if a wheel is
knocked or bumped in an unusual fashion,
like hitting chuck-holes or clipping the
curb at a McDonalds drive-through.
Incorrect alignment settings will usually
result in abnormal treadwear, and quirky
handling characteristics. The measurements that need to be checked are toe,
camber, and caster.
Toe refers to the difference between
the front and rear of a pair of tires on an
axle line (front or rear of the car). If the
distance between the pair is less in the
front than it is in the rear it is referred to
as toe-in, often commonly thought of as
"pigeon toed". If the distance is greater in
the front than in the rear, this would be
toe-out.
Camber describes the amount the tire
is tilted in relation to the vehicle. A tire
has negative camber when the top of the
tire Jeans inward toward the center of the
vehicle. Positive camber is when the top
of the tire is leaning outward, away from
the center of the vehicle. The camber

angle is adjusted so that the tire is vertical
under cornering loads or motion in a
straight line. Tire wear and handling
become a compromise-less negative
camber will typically reduce cornering
ability, but give you very even wear.
Next time you see a photo of an Indy
Car, notice the amount of camber angle
there is; how far the tires lean inward.
This is a great example of wear not being
anywhere near as important as grip'
Properly set camber angles, for your vehicle and intended driving conditions, will
allow the tires to work their best without
putting too much force on the inner edges
while moving in a straight line.
Caster is more difficult to describe.
Think about the front wheel on a bicycle,
how it Jeans over slightly when turned,
that' s caster causing the tilt. How much
the front tires on you vehicle "fall over"
or tilt when turned, compared to a line
drawn perpendicular to the ground, that
difference is the caster angle. The more
positive caster, the more the tire will tilt
as it is turned. Caster settings allow a
manufacturer to balance steering effort
with vehicle stability. Caster also tends to
cause an increase in the amount of negative camber as the steering angle is
increased. Increasing the amount of positive caster will increase low speed steering effort, but will improve high speed
handling and stability.
Incorrect alignment settings will usually result in abnormal tire wear. Take any
unusual wear patterns as a clue and get it
checked. Regular wheel alignments will
usually save you as much in tire wear as
they cost. It should be considered routine,
preventative maintenance. Not all cars are
fully adjustable, but some are. There are
three types of alignments, front-end ,
thrust angle, and four wheel alignments.
Front-end is just that, they check only
the front. This may be fine , but it does not
verify how the front of the vehicle is

aligned with the back. Have you ever seen
a car or truck where the rear of the vehicle
appears to be following to the side, or
"crabbing" behind the front? This can be
corrected with a thrust angle alignment,
where they adjust the front-end, and then
check that all the wheels are "squared" to
each other. However, the best way to
align a vehicle is with a four wheel alignment. This will square the vehicle like a
thrust angle alignment, but also adjusts
the toe and camber settings for the rear of
the vehicle. This will help insure that all
four tires are doing their best to help maximize durability and performance.
Please note, we would like to credit
The Tire Rack and Hoosier Tires for their
help in providing some of the above information. In Part II next month, we will go
into more detail about the construction of
a performance tire, and how to "read" and
purchase new tires. Also included will be
information and hints on how to change
pressure and alignment settings to alter
handling and ride characteristics. We hope
this helps make your next motoring experience exciting, safe, and fun! +

BMW ACA 1997
Driving Events Calendar
April
13th

4th

WWSCC Autocross season opener
for the Western Washington Sports
Car Club. Check the full season
schedule in last month's magazine or
call Dave Bell at (206)355-3189.

SCCA Autocross event #2 for the
Sports Car Club of America. Check
1
the March Zi.indfolge for the full
schedule or call Mike Leuty at
(206)874-5203.

18th & 19th
BSCC School/Autocross. Bremerton
Sports Car Club holds several
autocrosses at the raceway. For
information call the hotline at
(360)373-3918.

23rd
Real Time Racing. Every other
Wednesday starting April 9th running through September 24th,
Public access television (TCI) broadcasts a show by a local racer where
he records his races with an in-car
camera and narrates the action with
some helpful insights of all the local
tracks. Tape the show, it's worth
watching.

17th & 18th
SOVERN at Seattle International
Raceway.

17th & 18th
Good Guys Rod and Custom Swap
Meet at Portland International
Raceway. If you just like cars in general, this is the mother of all swap
meets. It's just amazing how much
stuff they can pack onto the race
track at PIR and odds are, you'll find
something you want for your BMW.

24th &25th
SCCA Double Nationals road racing
a Seattle International Raceway.
Real racing at a real track.

26th

Tires

PLUS

Discounters
of HIGH
0 ,

c:l•~PERFORMANCE

f'i\rcs

\.!,tl\t

TIRES
&WHEELS

PRICE:

SOVERN - Society of Vintage Racing
Enthusiasts at Bremerton Raceway.
This is good spectator racing with a
lot of fun older cars competing in a
true "gentleman's sport."

May

June
8th
BMW ACA Lapping Day at Seattle
International Raceway. Details forthcoming in future Zi.indfolge issues.

4th

21st

BMW ACA High Performance
Driver's School at Bremerton
Raceway. For registration information see this month's article.

Alfa Romeo Club Lapping Day at
Seattle International Raceway. For
more information call Dan Alvis at
(206)582-0803.

Low Discount Prices.

SELECTION: Over 4,000 tires in stock
- Pirelli, Goodyear, Yokohama, Bridgestone, Michelin, B.F. Goodrich, and
Cooper.
SERVICE: Friendly, informed sales
people; FREE tire mounting using
European Tire Machines for Touchless
Mag Wheel Mounting. All wheels are
hand torqued to manufacturer's specs.
12540 N.E. 124th Street
I(~ rirkland (Totem Lake)

l~.1

811·9100

13310 Bel-Red Road
Bellevue (Next to Olympic
Boats, behind JB Factory Carpets)

L..:...:..-:J

641·7300
S1,IOI 11111111atdilpllllO.A.C. witll11 llOllCJ W.
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Don't Miss Out On The
May Driving School !!
by Jacqueline Kahn

on't miss the opportunity to
attend this year' s first High
Performance Driving School at
Bremerton Raceway Sunday, May 4th.
The registrations have already begun
rolling in so keep them coming! We're
encouraged by the many new participants
who have signed up .
As mentioned in last month's article,
the school will begin with a series of drill
stations. Each station is designed to focus
on a specific car control skill. Instructors
will be available to ride with you to coach
you at each drill station . You will learn
the limits of your car and how to keep
your car within those limits. During the
afternoon you will use those skills learned
in the morning to run more advanced
exercises.
At this school, students can come out
and learn a great deal about car control
skills without having the pressure of running a full track. Furthermore, by not having the full road course setup, those of
you with convertibles (without rollbars)
are welcome to join us for the first time!!
Sounds like a great opportunity to come
out drive your new Z3, and test its German
engineering' Don't forget to invite your
Boxster friends as well (Torn'). In addi-

D

tion, it's also a great venue for those of
you to test out any new enhancements
you've made to your cars since last season
and get a chance to check your car' s performance before running at June's lapping
day at SIR.
Once novice drivers have attended one
of our driving schools they are then eligible to attend our lapping days. Lapping
days are just how its sounds - we open the
track for lapping sessions on a full road
course. Keep in mind, May 4th is the only
school before the two lapping days at SIR
(see the Track Events schedule for dates)
so don ' t miss your chance to join us .
Remember, the objective of the school
is to make you a safer and more confident
driver. In addition, you don ' t have to
drive a BMW to attend and non-members
are welcome. The additional fee of $25
for non-members is directly applied to
membership in the BMW ACA club.

Vashon Island Tour
To Seattle's Best
Coffee

If you've been waiting for the club to
sponsor a tour, the wait is over. This will
be a great opportunity to do some scenic
driving and blow off the Winter dust. I'm
sure we' re all ready for better weather.
Our route will take us to Vashon and
Maury Islands via the ferry from Pt.
Defiance in Tacoma. Our destination is
Seattle' s Best Coffee, whose location on
Vashon boasts a roasterie (the whole
roasting shebang), a coffee museum, a
retail gift shop, and a coffee tasting room.
In addition to this we will be given a special personal tour by Master Roaster Peter
Larsen . SBC also has picnic tables behind
the building where we can eat lunch.
The tour will take us from the south
end of Vashon around Quartermaster

To pre-register please fill out the
attached Registration Form and mail it to
Jacqueline Kahn , 8034 NE 178th Lane,
Bothell, WA 98011 by April 25th or call
(206) 481-9571 with any questions you
may have or email: kahn@esca.com. +

Driver's School Registration Form
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address -------------------------~
Year & Model Car
Phone No. Home ( _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Work ( ) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of Previous Track Events _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Driving Level: (Novice, I, II, III, Instructor) (Circle One)

Hand Washing
Swirl-free Polish
Interior Shampoo
Concoun Quality Detailing

Cost of School $65 , Two Drivers in One Car, Add $35 (Non-members, Add $25)
Total Amount Enclosed $_ _ _ Please make checks payable to BMW ACA
Driving Goals

641-99Jl
13600 N.E. 16th St. Bellevue
{by Furney's Nursery)
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Harbor to Maury Island where we' ll stop
at the Point Robinson Light Station for a
self guided tour. From there it' s back to
Vashon via some twisty back streets to
explore the varied terrain and sound vistas.
This will be an easy and relaxed tour,
with the afternoon open to find your way
back off the island, or do some additional
exploring on your own. We 'll arrive at
SBC around 1:30, and then you'll be on
your own for lunch. The best bet is to
bring a lunch, but the city of Vashon is
minutes away with grocery stores and
restaurants (but no major fast food).
After lunch we'll tour the SBC facility
and then it's every BMW for themselves.
You can catch the Fauntleroy Ferry off
the north end of the island, or return the
way we came. Once you're on the island,
you ' ve paid for the return via either ferry .
The ferries leave roughly every 40
minutes form Vashon, and every hour
from Tahlequah. Even though this will be
a relaxed tour, please be prompt for start
times as the ferries don't wait for BMWs.
We ' ll meet at the Park and Ride lot at
the 272nd exit off of I-5 (exit 147) at
9:00am. From there we' ll take a special
route to Pt Defiance. For those who would
rather meet at the ferry landing, we will
stage in the large parking lot at the top of
the hill before you pass the ticket booth at
9:45 .
To get to the ferry take Hwy. 16 to
Bremerton from I-5 (exit 132). Go past
Cheney Stadium and take the 6th ave exit.
Take a left and then a right following the
ferry signs to put you north on Hwy. 163
(Pearl St.). Follow 163 about 6 miles
through Ruston until you see the entrance
to the Park. The ferry lanes and parking
lot are on the right. The toll for passage is
$7.95 for driver and car, and $2.30 per
passenger- this includes the return fare.
So that we can give SBC advance
notice, please call and let us know that
you will be coming along. We will be
using CBs to keep track of things, so if
you have one bring it along (cell phones
too).
This will be a great opportunity to participate in a club activity at low speed,
and get to know your fellow members.
We want to see some of those new Z3s
out with the top down too- I'll have my
Atlanta Blue version leading the way!
- Brian Horne

Vashon/Maury Tour Info
Date: May 24, Saturday
Time: 9:00am meet al 272nd Park & Ride
Lot, exit 147 off of 1-5 between
Midway and Federal Way. or...
9:45am meet the tour al the
Pt Defiance parking lot
(before ticket booth).
Bring:$7.95 for driver and car, $2.30 for
each passenger, lunch, CB Radio.
Please call Brian al 206 850-3047 so we
can give a head count lo SBC, or if you hove
any questions or would like to help.

above: SBC's
front porch
right: The light
station at Point
Robinson

SBC info: 206 463-3932
19529 Vashon Hwy S.W.
Ferry Info: 206 464-6400

All EuroJP_ean Aulowerk
BMW PORSCHE
AUDI MERCEDES
VOLVO VOLKSWAGEN
•
•
•
•
•

Suspension & Brake Systems
Tune Ups to Complete Rebuilds
Emission Specialist
Clutch & Transmission
Electrical Troubleshooting

325112 Railroad Ave. South
Kent, WA 98032
(206) 859-8553 Fax 859-3441

CAMPBELUNELSON

AUTO WRECKING
Specializing in New and Used Parts for

PORSCHE

BMW

SAAR

ARLINGTON

EDMONDS

(360) 403-9800

(206) 771-4931

18021 59th Ave. NE
Arlington, WA 98223

205th & Aurora
Edmonds, WA 98020

Across from
Arlington Airport Entrance

Across from
Aurora Village Costco

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..J

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..J
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Die Kleinliche
Geschichte auf BMW
by Thomas B. Nast and S. Marc Cohen

Ancient History
The history of automobiles begins during the stone age, with the invention of the
square wheel. This was a remarkable
improvement over the triangular wheel,
trading off one bump for a gentler ride. By
biblical times the more-or-less round
wheel was perfected, permitting the filming of "Ben Hur" and the invention of the
Michelin Man, who was played by
Sampson .
Wars were fought and governments
fell over issues concerning whether oak or
fir made better spokes and if lamb tallow
was a better axle lubricant than olive oil.
But not until the 19th century was a
portable and powerful propellant (clean,
too, compared to one-horsepower engines
in use at the time) refined by John
Rockefeller, variants of which would
power every form of vehicle, not to mention numerous political careers and fulltime employment for tens of thousands of
bureaucrats and tax collectors.
The final element did not arrive until
the late 1800s, when the French invented
the pneu tire as a reaction to a work stoppage by the Amalgamated Wooden Wheel
Maker's Guild. Within two years rubber
tires had completely taken over, and five
years later, when their unemployment benefits ran out, the Wheel Makers Guild
changed its name to The Cooper' s Union,

Franz-Joseph Popp &Mox Friz
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redirecting its output to wine barrels. While
the French applied their rubber tires to bicycles used for the burgeoning wine-and-bread
delivery business, the Germans hatched
plans to make the pneu tires fully matic.
Karl Benz was the first to combine all
these elements into an explosively revolutionary machine, the Benzine. It would be
almost three decades before materials and
technology advanced to the point that BMW
would make transportation interesting.

Das Roots
Like an adolescent's face during a
chocolate binge, Bavaria was breaking out
with machine builders in this century's
teens. One perpetrator was Karl Rapp,
who designed a gasoline-powered speaking machine (from which the term "Rapp
Artist" has entered our vocabulary).
Another was Gustav Otto, who built airplane engines while working on a transmission for the elite, which came to be
known as the Otto Matic.
The age of super-specialization had
not yet arrived, so the above-mentioned
industrial titans merged in 1916 to form
the Bayerische Flugzeugwerke AG, a
company devoted to building engines for
German aircraft, just as soon as they could
be invented. The Rapp-designed engine it
built was asymmetric and was rejected by
the German Air Force due to excessive
tremolo, but later achieved
commercial success in
beds in the Gasthaus Sechs
chain. Austria, needing
non-vibrating aircraft
engines for the impending
war, allowed BFW to live
up to its name by building
engines designed by
Austro-Daimler.
Rapp quit the firm ,
devoting the rest of his life
to warming his bed. His
former role was assumed

by an Austrian flight officer Rapp met
during a speaking machine tour, named
Franz-Joseph Popp (now better known as
the inventor of Popp Tarts). The engineer
Max Friz ("The Friz") also joined the firm
when Paul Daimler refused him a raise of
fifty marks per month. This approach to
management became known as the "golden hand grenade."
On 20 July 1917, Bayerische Motoren
W erke GmbH was founded, as the final
merger of Rapp, BFW and some other
plants growing around Munich. The Friz
immediately designed and built a sixcylinder aircraft engine, the BMW Illa,
which permitted German pilots to be shot
out of the skies at altitudes much higher
than previously possible. (Note that
Microsoft later adopted BMW's schema
of releasing a new product as a version
3.x.) This wartime success gained BMW a
reputation upon which it relied until the
advent of electronic fuel injection (see
sidebar page 13).

Post WWI
At the end of the first World War, the
victors expressed their opinion of the reliability of BMW machines by destroying
all spare parts, concluding that this would
soon cripple what few engines survived.
Needless to say, this worked as well in
1918 as it would today. But barely was the
ink dry on the Treaty of Versailles before
BMW was again building record-breaking
aircraft engines using secreted drawings, a
precedent Iraq has been happy to follow in
more recent times. But to the outside
world, BMW was producing brakes for
trains and triangles for the Berlin
Philharmonic.
The Friz, meanwhile, designed a horizontally-opposed motorcycle engine
which by 1923 was installed in the Helios.
To prevent adequate cooling and permit
chain drive, one cylinder faced forward
and the other faced aft. This expression of

\
)

\
/

contempt for motorcycles did not go unnoticed, and the Friz was promised his drafting office would be heated if he would
take the project seriously. And so, in
autumn 1923, BMW unleashed the R32 on
an unprepared world and the Friz could
finally drink English beer during winter.
Notable in the R32 were that the jugs
stuck out the side of a cradle frame and
the rear wheel was shaft-driven through an
enclosed bevel gearset, a tradition followed for the next 73 years. If a stove had
not been installed in Friz' office, the bike
engines would have heated it nicely.
In 1928 BMW bought the Dixi-Werke
in Eisenach, and immediately converted
production from cheap paper cups to
cheap British cars. The slab-sided styling
harkened to mid-19th century American
stagecoach design, and hence became
known as the Mason-Dixi Line. The Dixi
was the least expensive car for its quality ,
and many Mercedes dealers were happy to
carry it as an affordable alternative to their
current offerings. Although providing few
amenities, the Dixi did include the

world's first beverage securing device,
known popularly as the "Dixi Cup
Holder." A sizeable portion of BMW's
current revenues are alone derived from
the patents on this invention.
It was about this time that BMW got
serious about rally racing. The gamble of
the Monte Carlo Rall ye paid off in ·spades,
earning BMW a reputation for reliability
against long odds. But it was in motorcycle racing that BMW really accelerated,
winning the German Road Championship
for nine years in a row, and setting the
speed record for 500cc two-wheelers in
1937 (173 mph) .
This was also when BMW designed an
engine for the 8-series, a twelve-cylinder,
in-line, water-cooled engine of 685 hp

(later boosted to 800) . Unfortunately, the
coach builder made the hoodline too low,
so the car had to be shelved for half a century and the engine was hung off the front
of a Junkers airplane.
These sorts of mistakes did not help
sales, which were already poor during the
depression years, totalling only 3668 vehicles in 1931 . BMW did manage to turn out
an Austin-free car, with only three
months ' development time, in 1932; the
secret was having Daimler-Benz build the
body. But like the Dixi, it used four swing
axles with three leaf springs, the one in the
front being transverse. This bumped 1932
sales to 5832 vehicles, perhaps a few •
days' production today.
In 1933 the 303 appeared, which had a
tubular frame , in in-line six of 1.2 liters
(30 hp), a live axle replacing the swing
axles, rack-and-pinion steering, and most
significantly, the first kidney grille (see
sidebar).
Motorcycle sales, including the 200cc
R2 and 750cc R57 and Rl 1, were the
bread of survival through the Great
Depression years.
BMW licensed the Pratt
& Whitney Hornet radi~ al, and built it through
~~-~'.iiilJjll""' the lean times too, as
Germany began to
rearm itself.
Dixi sales surged on
the quality of the product and BMW's invention of a financing arm,
allowing the car to be
purchased with 24
monthly payments at under 3% interest.
Nevertheless, during the Depression about
40% of BMW's employees were laid off.
As Germany climbed out of the
depression, its economy experienced inflation, and BMW built larger and larger cars
to go with it. Compressions went up, the
800cc four grew to a six of 1.2 liters,
jumping to 1.5, then 1.9 liters . The cars
grew bigger, heavier, faster and more elegant. The peak came with the models 328
and 327, respectively introduced in 1936
and 1937. Just before materials rationing
halted civilian production, 410 copies of
the 3.5 liter, 90 hp 335 were made.
When the war broke out, all private
cars were officially requisitioned.
However, because German soldiers would

The History of the
Kidney Grille
The kidney grille was devised neither by BMW nor Eisenach. It was
introduced by a tiny coachbuilding
firm in Bruchsal, called Ihle. The
designer was contemplating the
front-end design while swimming
in his pool. His wife asked what
distracted him so, then told him
he was in over his head. "Eureka!"
(actually, "Ach!") he thought to
himself, diving in the deep end. "I
will design the car after my pool!"
Thus in 1932 the now-traditional
kidney grille first appeared,
though BMW wisely removed the
diving board from the design when
adopting it as its own.
not respect their officers unless they were
tanned and relaxed, only convertible models were seized. Almost immediately,
Germany had severe rubber shortages .
Fortunately, most German males were
called up for military service, preventing a
population explosion, but cars were sold
without tires and customers had to bring
their own. What rubber there was was of
poor quality, and in observance of tradition BMW still makes door seals, guibos
and silentblocs from this stock. Car production ceased entirely in 1941. Other
production was moved to the suburbs, in
anticipation of Allied bombing, which in
celebration of BMW' s invention of the jet
engine turned the Munich facilites into a
Belgian's breakfast (hence the term,
"Luftwaffle") .
Times were difficult during WWII.
The workers found they had to drink beer
with their hands , since all Steins disappeared from Germany during the holocaust. What's more, the government
decided it preferred cars built by
Mercedes, leaving BMW building principally motorcycles and raw engines.
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The Post-War Years
At the end of the war, Allach was looted by people in need of spare pmts, this
time before the Allies could destroy them.
But there were not enough spare parts,
particularly rubber parts, so the Americans
decided to confiscate the entire company's
inventory as reparations and raze what little was left of the Munich factories . The
Russians grabbed off the aircraft engine
plant in Spandau and the
Eisenach and Durrerhof
works, not needing the rubber supply due to a five
year plan to plant rubber trees in Tuva.
The former
head of the
Milbertshofen
plant, Kurt
"Duncan" Donath, enlisted the help of
workers in secreting and dive1ting production equipment from the victors. It would
be a while before there were any materials
that could be turned into vehicles, or customers who could afford them.
BMW was reduced to making aluminum cookware, and won several significant races with it, including the Gran Prix
d' Hotel , for which it beat out several
Cuisinarts and an early Calphalon. A narrow range of agricultural implements,
such as manure spreaders, also found their
way from the factory to the countryside,
undoubtedly pulled by Porsche tractors.
However, BMW eschewed vertical
growth into grocery stores and restaurants .
Instead, in 1949 it restarted the motorcycle
line with the R24, a 250cc one-lung
machine singularly unsuited to the pulling
of manure spreaders (although surplus
R75M motorcycles did a surprisingly
good job until the more suitable
Volkswagen Dung Beetle became available). A year later the SOOcc twin-jugged
RS 112 met an enthusiastic marketplace. As
befitted the post-war economy , manufacture of these machines was labor-intensive
but sparing of materials.
BMW also picked up where it left off
in the large-car market. The 501 (body by
Bauer) came out in 1952 with the pre-war
six-cylinder engine but an improved suspension, while Eisenach resumed building
pre-war models under the EMW name.
(Eduard Bauer later emigrated to Seattle
where he continued the family tradition,
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designing paintwork and accoutrements
for the Ford Explorer.) In 1954, the 502
with a V-8 engine of 2.6 liters, soon
bumped to 3.2 liters, was delivered. These
cars never sold pmticularly well , and
became a drain on the company.
The German population was becoming
so affluent that it could afford roofs on its
motorcycles, and BMW served up the
Isetta. This was an R25 with a few extra
wheels and an awning on the top,
with an interior volume little
greater than today's airbag.
It was a tremendous success, selling hundreds
of thousands of
copies, and is easily
BMW's Cutest Car.
As the German
economy continued
to gather steam like a racing Stanley, the
Isetta became perceived by buyers as
declasse'. Putting an extra cylinder and
door in it (the 600) or making it look like a
bar of sculpted soap (the 700) were
doorstop, er, stopgap measures. What was
needed was a product that could be massmarketed to the middle class, something
BMW had not built in several decades .
Nobody was sure they could do it, except
Herbert Quandt, who bet heavily they
could and became rich as Croesus in so
doing.
So it came to pass that in 1959 the
Directors voted that BMW was to go back
into the appliance business. The engineer-

The BMW 1500 4/4
ing department was instructed to build a
New Range with four burners, four oven
doors and solid dishes. Engineering misunderstood these instructions, and built a
new line of four-cylinder four-door cars

with solid discs . And so it was by the mistake (some think deliberate) of a deaf
manager that the company was saved by
the 1961 1500 and its progeny, to the eternal regret of gourmet chefs everywhere.
Max Hoffman (no relation to Max
Friz) was the U.S . importer at the time. He
importuned the factory to produce a twodoor version of the 1500, which he
promised would take the company into the
next century; hence, he dubbed it the
"2001." BMW designed a gem of a twoliter car, and was about to market it when
it was hit by a lawsuit from MGM and
Stanley Kubrick, alleging infringement of
their right to the moniker. Thus, it was the
1.6-Liter version that first appeared in the
U.S., with the 2002 appearing in 1968
after the litigation was resolved.
The 2002 combined brisk acceleration,
light weight and a panoramic driver' s
view with butterine winter handling,
breathless ventilation and the durability of
phyllo dough. It was an instant smash,
especially when driven in snow. A devoted following of shade-tree mechanics
grew around the 2002, who discovered
that it was a car offering endless possibilities for hot-rodding, modifying, tweaking,
repairing, diagnosing, and pampering for
relatively little expense. The alarm this
instilled in BMW was made apparent by
the 2002' s successor, the 320i, which
replaced "auf freude am fahren" with
"repair is by replacement."
Spinning this philosophy out a little
further, the 320i
was replaced by
the 325e, a few
of which remain
on the road to
this day.
Weighing about
one-third more
than an early
2002, it sported
more cylinders,
a low-revving
engine economical of fuel, and
air conditioning
capable of cooling the car on a warm day . But it did not
stir the blood, so in 1985 yet another
return to BMW's sporting heritage
arrived, this time the 325i.
The 325i coincided with BMW's dis-

The History of
Electronic Fuel
Injection
BMW used mechanical fuel injection in the 2002tii and MI, as
Mercedes had earlier in the 300SL
and other cars. However, it was
found that mechanical fuel injection was very dependable, so an
alternative had to be found to
allow owners to feel "more as
one" with their cars. VW had
already pioneered electronic fuel
injection in the 41 I and 914, leading to the discovery that the brain
should not be located beneath a
lead-acid battery. In conjunction
with Bosch, electronic fuel injection was first used by BMW in the
1974 3.0Si. This is the car that
introduced BMW owners to the
idea that a backfire can lead to a
repair bill of I0% the price of a
new car. Subsequent innovations
include idle valve replacements,
resoldering computer boards,
diagnosing plugged fuel injectors,
having two expensive fuel pumps
wear out instead of one, shortening alternator life, thousand-dollar
tanks of bad fuel, etc. Owners now
intimately know the care and
feeding of sensors, chips and sockets in places they never troubled
to visit before. According to
BMW, this "has increased customer satisfaction greatly," and
has "fostered great friendships
with service personnel who were
formerly unknown to the
motorist."
covery of niche marketing. Unable to
compete kimono a kimono with the
Japanese, BMW spread its wings and took
aim. A diesel was brought in, the 524td,
selling about 1200 copies before being
orphaned. The 325ix, displaying the
Bavarians' recent discovery that snow
does indeed fall on roads, was imported
and sold for a few years in limited numbers. Convertible versions of the 3-series
were the answer to complaints that BMW
meant "Break My Window," as entry
could now be effected by cutting through
the top. A wagon version of the 5-series,
crippled by a small engine and lack of a
stick shift, puttered for some years before

expiring. Even the tupperware market was
not left unexplored, as the never-imported
Zl demonstrated, not to mention the
marine diesel engine.
It was also in the mid-eighties that
BMW motorcycles barely escaped a wipeout. With the air-cooled boxer engine
design becoming obsolete, a substantial
investment in an unprofitable division was
required to return it to preeminence. The
motorcycle division saved the company's
bacon after the Great Depression and
World War II, so considerable concern
greeted BMW's decision to keep the division viable. Was this a harbinger of
WWIII, or of another economic collapse"?
Yet, BMW's whole-hog return to cycle
construction with new water and oilcooled engines and innovative suspensions
has been both successful and profitable,
assuring the company 's salvation in case
of any future military or economic misadventures.
The modern era, which is beyond the
scope of this history , continues the pattern
of niche marketing blended with mainstream products. The M3, 840CSi and Z3
target the niches, while the 328i, 5-series
and 7-series keep Mercedes and Lexus
honest.
The current direction in BMW product
planning can be summed up in three
words: Aluminum, plastic and chips. If it's
big, it's worth building with aluminum.
Aluminum housings , aluminum suspensions, and aluminum engine blocks inhabit
the modern cars. Only cost keeps aluminum out of the bodywork. If it's not
worth making out of aluminum, it's
increasingly likely to be made of plastic.
Shelves of Led Zeppelin records and herds
of naugas give their lives, in the name of
lightness, cost and recyclability.
Unfortunately, durability in not a hallmark
of "The Graduate's" advice. Finally,
BMW has adopted the philosophy that
every wire should have an integrated circuit on at least one end. Braking, engine,
climate control, door locks, windows,
wipers, you name it, it's managed by a
computer, with transmissions and suspensions on the way.
Integration and reliability of electronic
systems have replaced traditional quality
conrol issues such as rust and leaky seals.
It became important that BMW appear to
the consumer as a mature product. Hence,

BMW 's purchase of the Rover group in
England was a brilliant stroke. Here was a
company that took the lessons of electronic fuel injection and applied them to the
entire car, leaving no system untouched.
Brakes, transmission , suspension, interior
a11.9 climate control , to name but a few
systems, had been given life sentences
under Murphy's law. BMW is learning, to
its chagrin, that the sentences are without
possibility of parole. Nobody who has
owned, or even contemplated owning, a
Rover will ever fault products bearing the
roundel.
The near future brings BMW back into
the jet engine business with Rolls Royce
(Aerospace Group), not so much for the
money as to prove that it can build them
without its factories being bombed level.
The potential purchase of Rolls Royce
(Motorcars) still hangs in the air. The
acquisition of the Canadian firm
Barbardier (owner of Canadair, Leaijet,
Rotax and Ski-Doo and Rotax , among
other companies) is also a possibility (and,
you read it here first!) . Early in the next
decade we will see cars powered by alternati ve fuels , with BMW working hard to
bring us a methane-poweed car. This will
bring the company full circle, as its postwar manure spreaders help make the fuel
to power BMWs of the next century . It is
also likely that BMW will introduce a line
of genuinely small cars, competitive with
the Mercedes A-class, thou gh perhaps not
bearing a BMW nameplate and probably
not assembled in Germany.
The di stant future can be expected to
echo the past. There will be good times
and bad; there will be occasional effort by
Mercedes to buy its closest competitor;
BMW will be in and out of racing,
depending on its technological competitiveness, the size of its wallet and the politics of the day. The greatest difference, for
which we can be grateful , is that never
again will a recounting of history such as
this one come to pass. +
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Fia Anderberg
Last month we reported that among
the first recipients of BMW' s Friends of
the Marque Award were Leif and Fia
Anderberg. Leif and Fia were the only
couple so honored. We regret to report
that Fia died on March 1st.
Leif and Fia were the founders of the
BMW ACA in Los Angeles, our sister
club. They were also member 154 of the
BMW CCA. Both of them were well
known worldwide by BMW
enthusiasts.On January 8th Leif and Fia
received their award at a special club
meeting. Two nights later, Fia fell down
the stairway at night in their home. She
suffered a fractured skull and never recovered.
Leif and Fia were almost inseparable.
They had been married for 30 years. Our
deepest sympathies go to Leif and Tina,
Leif and Fia's daughter. Fia will be
missed by all who knew her.
- David Lightfoot

Last Month's Cover
Did you take a close look at last
month's cover? Sure, you say, a nice
photo of someone driving an open car at
the track. But look closely. You do save
your Ziindfolges don't you?
Notice that the camera' s perspective is
right where one's eyes would be. How'd
they do that? Well, the photo is the work
of member Brian Horne, who is a talented
fellow.
The hands in the photo are those of
Brian' s wife, Karen, who leaned her head
to the side so that Brian could place his
camera where her head had been. Isn't
that kind of dangerous at the track? Well,
the photo was actually taken in their driveway with the car still. The panoramic
view of Portland International Raceway
was dropped in by Brian on his computer.
Notice that even the mirrors have a reflection of the track. Attention to detail.
Speaking of details , notice anything else?
Yes! The speedometer, tachometer, and
temperature gauge all have their needles
pointing to the appropriate places for this
point on the track. More fancy computer
work. Brian moved the needles, which
were at rest when the photo was taken.
You'll be seeing more of Brian's work
in future issues.
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Parts and accessories for BMW automobiles exclusively

Technique
redacted by Gregory Ghantz

F

ace it. Sometime your beloved car
is going to wear out. Mine never
does, but then the only original
parts left in it are the rear driveshaft bolts.
At some point, you're going to have to
dispose of the beast. Here are some suggestions from the internet and of my own
on what to do when the time comes.
If the car is still driveable, instead of
taking it to a junkyard you can place it in
a hospice for its final few years.
According to the rec .moto.claims
usegroup, it is a little-known fact that
most insurance policies cover this, if the
psychological health of the owner would
be damaged by sending the car to the
crusher. Several cases in Southern
California have upheld this principle
unequivocally, driving the point home
with substantial awards of punitive damages.
Not coincidently, Southern California
is the home of Carama, Inc., whose
Autospice(trn) chain is perhaps the best
known , and is highly recommended if a
bit expensive. They guarantee your car
will get regular exercise and fluid
changes , and all the additives they need.
However, for the uninsured, we have
some excellent hospices for eclipsed
sedans locally; you might give Dan Patzer
or Steve Worthington a call.
A service started in Lansing, Michigan
will crush your car into a box , with the
lining constructed from the seat covers.
When your time comes, you can be reunited with it, and save your heirs and
devisees much of the cost of interment,
not to mention doing your bit for spotted
owls and triple-breasted gnatcatchers . If
even a temporary separation from your
chariot is too much to bear, co-owner Jack
Kervorkian will be happy to counsel you
through your period of doubt for no additional charge. Contact the 1-800-AUTOBOX for prices and availability.
A new service which should prove

popular is the Bosch Brain Barn.
Appealing to the notion that a corporeal
life is not important if the intellect is preserved, Bosch will recycle your BMW' s
body after first removing and warehousing its computers. This is most appealing
if your BMW has mastered quadratic
equations or is working on the unified theory, but you may want to consider it if the
radio is programmed to a particularly worthy set of stations. The cost is very modest; some manufacturers will be including
it in the cost of a new model. Rumors in
sci.computers.bo$ch that Bosch ' s program is only a scheme to keep inexpensive used black boxes out of the replacement market are probably just the ravings
of some superannuated BIOS .
A popular activity is to use the old
BMW for an art or gardening project.
Using oils and acrylics, your old car can
be transformed into an object d'art, and
prominently displayed wherever zoning
laws permit, or raced for that matter.
What with Calder, Lichtenstein and others
having painted BMW museum pieces,
why not have a go at it yourself? This is
especially attractive if your ex is a cab1io ,
as BMW supplied it with a high grade of
stretched canvas for this very purpose.
And what of gardening ? BMWs make
great planters, especially the newer models with their flow-through irrigation and
sliding exposure-control systems. You ' ve
already paid for climate control - why
not maximize your use of it? But for
something a little more dramatic, plant the
entire car. Stanley Marsh III did this with
ten old Cadillacs west of Amarillo (painting them first, of course), but planting a
BMW would have a lot more class. Plus,
if your car signed an organ donor card,
you can sell parts to passers-by who spot
their needs projecting from your front
lawn. Planted BMWs are especially good
in drought-prone climes, as they need
very little watering. It has become so fash-

ionable to plant cars, that Mark Fuhrman
has given up gloves.
Of course, retired BMWs can provide
versatile living quarters. Many pets, such
as fish, gerbils and Manx cats, prefer them
to indoor housing. Offering accommodation in your old 530i to your in-laws can
seriously shorten, if not altogether scrub,
an unwanted invasion. By strategically
parking, you can do your bit to house the
homeless. This now has the Presidential
imprimatur, by the way . It is widely
reported that Clinton, ever the bubba, is
putting his major campaign contributors
up in his Lincoln bedroom. Thus, it is an
act of patriotism to donate your old BMW
to the Democratic National Committee, to
increase Clinton ' s available bedrooms
both quantitatively and qualitatively.
So when the time comes to upgrade
your BMW, there is no reason to become
depressed over parting with the old one,
or even being concerned with the pitiful
trade-in allowance the dealer offers. With
just a little initiative, your car can remain
a cherished and productive member of
society, indefinitely staying out of the
Ziindfolge obituary column. +

Parts for all BMW Models
specializing in
2002 and Coupe Restoration

Call for Discount Prices on:
OEM Parts, Bi/stein, Suspension Tech. Equipment
NL.A and Hard to Find Parts
ORDER DESK (800) 466-8184
FAX (619) 488-0972
RC Motorsport
CNPR/ La Jolla Independent BMW
710 Turquoise Street• La Jolla, CA 92109
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The New 3-Series

Geneva Show Scoop

Spartanburg
BMW's plant in South Carolina currently has 1,900 employees and a
capacity of 78,000 cars. The plant
builds the Z3 exclusively. Last year, the
Z3 was exported to 72 countries.
(Wall St. Journal]

While Mercedes has taken the w raps
off two all new products (A-class and Mclass), BMW is not standing idly by.
According to chairman Bernd
Pischetsrieder at the Geneva Auto Show,
" Starting this year and for the next few
years, we shall be bringing at least two

HewM5

completely new products on the market

At the Geneva Auto Show in
March, BMW announced a new MS.
BMW M will base the car on the 540i.
With tweaks, the M car will produce
about 400 horsepower. The suspension will be upgraded too. No word
on US availability. (AutoWeek)

every year." He added that he means cars
that are substantially different, not just
w agons like the new 5-series Touring
launched in Geneva, or tuned models, like
the M Road ster. Up thi s year is the new
small, entry level Land Rover and the Z5
coupe. (AutoWeek)

Rover News
When BMW bought Rover it thought it was getting state-of-the-art sport utility
vehicles. As it turns out, the Land Rover division needed as much help as Rover cars. So
one task force from Munich was dispatched to turn the front-drive BMW E48/49 project (which would have been the new 3-series) into the new Rover 600. Meanwhile,
another group was formed to merge the BMW E53 four-wheel-drive program and the
new Discovery, under the codename Heartland.
Heartland and E53 will share a platform, axles and the four-wheel-drive gea r.
Rover's version will be rugged, with lots of ground clearance, differential locks, and low
range gearing. BMW's interpretation will get a lower center of gravity with the result
being car-like handling. And be assured, E53 will feel like a BMW. It will even be given a
rear-drive bias. The BMW will also get a complicated electronic 4wd system linking the
ABS and traction control.

BMW will introduce the fou rth
generation 3-series, in March 1998
at the Geneva Auto Show. The 3 is
aimed at the Audi A4 which the current sales leader in Europe. The new
3 was styled by BMW design chief
Chris Bangle. The car will go on sale,
in four-door form, in spring 1998. A
year later, the coupe version will
debut. In the summer of 1999 the
new convertible will be unveiled. The
touring version will come (to Europe)
in spring 2000. While past 3-series
have stood out from the bigger BMW
models, the new 3-series will look
very similar to the current 5-series, at
least in sedan form . The new coupe
is said to be more exciting and individualistic in terms of styling. The
famous Z-axle rear suspension is
retained, but it will now be cast in
aluminum . The front suspension has
been redesigned, but still uses conventional struts. The M3 will get a
power boost with a new variable
intake system called DISA, which
works with the existing VANOS system . Both horsepower and torque
are increased. (Car)

Clipplin9 Coupons
With 11X oversampling at
Sl9.l Khz, we predict that the
BMW 740iL will have the highest frequency of repair of any
of the cars we have had
through our listening room.
(Konsumer Reportz)

"c<flie~oJ
all~."
Stephen Spenser,
The Seattle Times

1313 West Meeker St.
Suite 138
Kent, WA
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Fine Italian Food

(206) 859-4681
Take Out Available

Z5/Z3Coupe

Patzer Accessories

The car is certain but the name is
not. The coupe version of the ZJ is
supposed to mol~e its European
debut by the end of 1997. Once
thought to be a three-seater, it is
now strictly for two. The only
motor ovoilble, at least at first, will
be the 193 horsepower six. The
coupe is to be built at Spartanburg,
along with the ZJ in all its guises,
and the upcoming sport ute. How
the South Corolinons will deal with
this l~ind of volume remains to be
seen. (Sports Car International)
Leif Anderberg soys forget all
those ugly spy photos of the Z5.
He's seen the real car and soys it
lool~s great. Evidentially !3M W hos
done a good job of disguising the
reol lool~s of the car. (Whispering
!3omb)

Dan Patzer is pleased to announce the availability of his new Utainium
Accessory line.
These include Cabin-side Wipers, a windshield wiper attached via a suction cup,
plugging into the cigarette lighter. It cleans inside the windshield, removing such
things as Cola and beer Spray, doggie-nose grease as well as motor-mouth-sound
spittle.
Another popular accessory is the Navigator? which combines Global Position
Satellite Navigation with a Rolling Map (tm) Video display. This unit features cruisecontrol disengage and a steering wheel "stick shaker," which work in concert with a
programable eight ghost-point memory. Your vehicle automatically decelerates and
the steering wheel nudges you toward the correct exit, all under the guidance of
Geosynchronous Satellites. (And, if the Pentagon goes to DEFCON 5 during your
drive, you will find out immediately, because the auto-dither on the civilian bands
will cause you to crash 100 meters short of your exit.)

RVICE

3-Series Delayed
Continued development difficulties ,
problems with component sourcing, and
concerns over start-up quality have forced
BMW to delay the launch of the new 3series. Originally scheduled to debut at
the Frankfurt show in September in sedan
form, it is now schedule for first viewing
next March in Geneva. The impact on the
US debut in not certain. BMW has indicated that official photos will probably be
available before the end of 1997. Having
everything right on the new 3-series is
important, this is BMW's volume car. But
the delay is going to hurt. The Audi A4
has hurt sales of the current 3, introduced
in '91 , and the upcoming face-lift to the
Mercedes C-class will provide more competition. The fourth generation 3 is codenamed E46. It will feature a longer wheelbase than the current car. Ride comfort
and interior space will be enhanced. The
existing engines will carry over at first.
About 18 months after launch, an all new
range of four cylinder engines will
become available. These will be lightweight, four valve powerplants to be produced in an all new factory in England.
The new engines are known as M47.
(Auto Week)
The new 3-series will feature wider
rear doors, broader kidneys up front and a
more steeply sloping windshield and rear
window. (european car)

CEN

Auto Detailing
Meticulous Care for The Owner Who Expects It!
Showroom Quality Results• We Protect Your Investments
Only The Finest Products - Meguiar's
10% Discount on Meguiar's Products for Club Members
Downtown next to Freeway Park

Pick-Up & Delivery

~G 'THE €"4s
~~
)'~

~«)

Member of Professional

622-9800

7th Ave (H ubbell Pl.) & Seneca

~<"

German Car
Specialists g
Service & Repair
81Nce 1919

Detailing Association

644-7770
• BMW
• AUDI
• MERCEDES
BENZ

15°/o OFF PARTS
SERVICE & REPAIR

Courtesy

Your Best Alternative to the Dealer!

Shuttle
Service I

Behind Factoria Cinemas, Bellevue
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Recall Notes
It has been found that erosion in the
water pump support casting on the ·1996
318ti can lead to abrupt coolant loss.
Should this occur to you in the first
50,000 miles of operation, return the car
to the dealer for replenishment of the
coolant under warranty.
Customer concern about the presence
of black brake dust on the front wheels
has been addressed in SB 97-1492. This
authorizes the distribution of two cans of
Wurth paint, one black and one clear, to
each customer, who can respray the
wheels during the next tire change.
Certain nylon cylinder head bolts in
the V-6 engines had threads which were
cut instead of rolled, leading to microfractures if not reinstalled with polymolyzygoatestheronol grease. Please check with
your dealer to see if you are affected.

BMW WINS SEBRING
On March 15th, the BMW M3 of the Prototype Technology Group won the 12
Hours at Sebring. The team 's win streak now is six races long, stretching over two
seasons. And for the 1997 season the team is two for two, having won the 24 Hours of
Daytona earlier. The team now has an eight point lead over Porsche in the manufacturer's championship.
The race went down to the wire. The number 50 Porsche was leading until the
last few minutes. Bill Auberlen was chasing it down, but then got a break when the
Porsche broke a half shaft. Derek Hill shared the driving chores with Auberlen. The
winning BMW completed 257 laps (925.2 miles) and ended up winning by two laps
over the number 76 Porsche. The team also came in fourth with the number 7 M3
driven by Dieter Quester, Marc Duez and Boris Said . The number 6 car, driven by
John Fergus and Dan Marvin, retired after nine hours with a fuel leak.
The Sebring win was the second for BMW at this famed track. The other win
came in 1975 with the BMW CSL. BMW also finished first and second in the Sports
class of the five hour IMSA Endurance Championship race on Friday, March 14th.
The 328i driven by Mike Doolin and Scott Peeler was first, with another 328i driven
by JeffMcMillin and Derek Hill finishing second.

Racing News
BMW placed third in the Petit
Prix d' Monaco last month, with
its [bicycle model], riden by
G nther I. Majiktheis. The race
was run from the H"tel
Hermitage on Square
Beaumarchais to the Monte Carlo
Casino, where Prince Rainier

himself presented Herr I.
Majiktheis with a six-pack. We
have applied to BMW ACA for a
grant to send columnist Thomas
B. Nast to this significant event
next year, and if that goes better
than expected we will seek another grant to bring him back.

SkidCar Courses:
• One-Day
High- Performance Course

• Skid Car Training

• Two-Day Advanced
High Performance Course

• Advanced SkidCar Training

• Lapping Days for Graduates
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• Corporate Fleet Training
• Racers SkidCar Training

Vintage Racing Motors
On March 29th the club visited
Vintage Racing Motors in Redmond.
VRM is sort of the ultimate toy store.
There is all kinds of exotic machinery.
Much of it looks like new. Some of the
vintage cars are undergoing repair or full
restoration.
Long time club member Byron
Sanborn was our gracious host. Byron led
us through the shop and explained each
car and its heritage. There were some
astonishing cars to be seen. Amongst the
treasures were a couple of huge old
Bentleys, several rare racing Porsches,
and a 1982 Fittipaldi Formula 1 car.
But VRM pulled out the stops to show
us a bunch of cool BMW stuff. Their was
Terry Flanagan' s vintage racing 2002 and
his 2002 with M3 motor. There was a
BMW-engined Elva. There was an Ml
with BIG tires and a BIG spoiler. There
was even a 1948 Formula II car with a
750cc BMW motorcycle motor. The
favorite? Hard to say, but a lot of people
in attendance would vote for the 328 kiddie car with Honda motor. The perfect car

for the eight year old who
has everything.
Thanks to Byron and
the whole staff at VRM.
About 60 people showed
up for this meeting, and I
don't think anybody went
home disappointed. +

UNLEASH THE POTENTIAL OF
YOUR BMW, ONE PAGE AT ATIME.

2040 l 52nd A venue N .E.
Bellevue/Redmond
Overlake area, serving the Eastside

pages of performance and
styling accessories, and
thousands of replacement
parts for your BMW, ready
for same day shipping.
You'll find informative
tech tips and product
pointers to help you with
every job. We have a knowledgeable sales ~

We can help you keep your
BMW in peak condition
and bring undreamed of
performance out from
under-the-hood. Call us for
our free full-color catalog.
It has over one hundred

Visit our web site:
www.bavauto.com

staff and
J2~
we backup ~J
0
1
00
everything
"•
•
we sell with an absolutely
unbeatable Best Price
Guarantee. Call us today
at 1-800-5 3 5-2002.

iliil autosport
BAVARIAN
n.•

FAX 800 -507 -2002 • 275 CONSTITUTION AV E , PORTSMOUTH NH

Certified Technicians
Specializing in all
European and Luxury
Japanese Brands

(206) 746-7141
Rental and loaner car and
free towing.

Experience the difference quality
workmanship and service makes.
• All mechanical works, factory scheduled
maintenance including extended
warranty work.
• With direct access to factory service
bulletins ensuring the job is done right the
first time .
• Quality workmanship, honesty & competitive pricing.
• Lifetime brake, radiator, muffler and rack
& pinion service .
• Windshield replacement.
Let us show you how to maintain
your BMW and avoid the
high cost of repairs.
For parts or service, please call Al.

We will beat any
written quality repair
estimate by

10-20%
1997 April
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Classified

Marketplace

Cars For Sale

Parts For Sale

1990 325is Alpine white, black leather, 5 speed, sun
roof, cruise, driver side airbag, computer. This car has
72K miles and is most likely the nicest one in the area.
I am the second owner and have meticulously garaged
and maintained this car. Recently I added professionally installed and painted Zender rear and side skirts
adding just enough to set it apart from others. This car
is in near perfect condition. Please contact me, Jason
Decker, at work 206 743-5600 xl02, or home 360-3211337. 1am asking $14,500 and will certainly consider
all offers.

1996 E36 328is parts, will fit '92+ 3-series. All
parts are brand new or in excellent condition. Stock
exhaust $200, front bumper $280, rear bumper $300,
side ski rts $250, side mirrors $300, turn signal lights
$60, side markers $30, tail lights $200, Harmon
Kardon sound system $300, two Rockford Fosgate 10"
subs $200. Call Aaron at 206-522-5012 or e-mail
aaronliu @nsccux.sccd.ctc.edu for more info or price.
Photo available on www: http://nsccux.sccd.ctc.edu/
- aaronliu/bmw.html.
1974 3.0 engine New head. $200. 206 884-4230.

1979 633CSi Cashmere, 4 speed, 165K original
miles. Original owner, never wrecked or hit. Always
maintained first class. Book $5,600 or best offer.
Please call David at 206 763-5637.
1977 630CSi Polaris (silver), blue leather interior,
interior in great shape. AT, PW, PSR. Runs well, looks
good. All repair records available. Original documentation available. 106K miles. Must sell! $6,000 OBO.
206-643-5873 or 206 562-8530.
1976 530i Dark brown. Flow-through ventilation
and relief-tube ready. Won't last long at $1350.
Mathias Rust, 206 462-5245.
1974 2002 tii Tan/tan, 4 speed. Bilsteins, 22mm
swaybars, BWA wheels, vented rotors with newly
rebuilt calipers, stainless steel brake lines. Extra wheels
and snow tires. Have all stock pieces. Runs good. Call
for more info. $3,000 OBO. Alec at 313-0356 or
apenn @worldnet.att.net.
1974 Bavaria 3.3 liter engine, needs work. $1,200.
206 884-4230.
1973 Bavaria 3.0 $300. 206 884-4230.
1963 Blonde. Car forces sale. Slightly used, recently
serviced. All accessories and options included. C/O The
Stranger, Box 6644, Seattle, WA 98112.
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BMW Cellular Telephone System CMT 1000 for 5
and 7-series; great condition. Features hand-free
operation, automatic answer, and redial. Stalk control
operation with number scrolling feature, convenient
instrument panel display. Includes dashmount microphone and uses factory speakers for hands-free operation. For use with standard BMW wiring harness. Cost
$1 ,200 new. Asking $400. Ask for Tom at 206 282-5474.

Wanted
1988 528e Exhaust System complete, but not
including manifolds. Must have good cat. Call Steve at
206-346-2619, leave message, or (home) 206 7433768.
Comfortable front seats for a 1976 2002 Can be
stock, Recaros, etc. but I prefer not cutting the runners
and prefer black. Also, left rear and center bumper
shock for same. Call Brett at 702-0222 or
bhelsel@wolfenet.com.

Miscellaneous
Clearance Sale: Cleaning out the safe deposit box.
Shares in Ernst, Inc., $1 .00 each; WPPSS bonds, make
great placemats, $2.00 each; Phase Linear, 75
cents/share; assorted Kelloggs and Colgate-Palmolive
coupons. Birn Pymbalm, Dean Witter, Seattle, 464-4126.

ULTIMATE

Mb111il1

-

== WWW====-

B

PARTS
SERVICE
823-1212
Gordon Kortlever
13MW Specialist
Pete Jackson
Service Consultant

Ultimate Service for the
Ultimate Driving Machine
13635 N.E. 126th Place
Kirkland, WA 98034
Telephone (206) 823-1212

Deadline for the May Issue
isApril 25.
Classified Advertising Policy:

Classfied ads are free to members in good standing (paid up
dues). There is a $10 fee to nonmembers . Photo classifieds are
$15 to non-members. Zundfolge
staff reserves the right to edit all
classified ads. Ads must be typed
or neatly printed and sent to
Zundfolge, c/o Lucectta Lightfoot,
2641 39th Ave. W., Seattle, WA
98199. Attn; Classfied Ads. Make
checks payable to BMW ACA.

r----------------------------------------1

BMW Service Inspection I or II
Determined by the Service Interval indicator in your vehicle or at approximately 15,000-mile or 12-month intervals.
Ask your Service Advisor for details.

This service includes:
All operations recommended by BMW. A complete listing of operations for your vehicle can be found in your
Owner's Service Warranty information Manual- or ask your Service Advisor for a BMW Inspection II Service Maintenance checklist.

15o/o OFF LABOR & PARTS
L----------------------------------------~

r---------------1

Free Loaner Special

r---------------------,

BMW Annual Body Inspection
To maintain your BMW 6-year rust perforation warranty.

This coupon is good for a free loaner
during all scheduled Inspection I, II, or other
recommended maintenance services.

This service includes:
• Inspect the body and undercarriage
• Clean and reapply undercoating as required.

Call your Service Advisor for details.

(No charge with this coupon.)

L---------------~

L---------------------~

r--------------------------1

I

!

$9995

Floor Mats
Any model BMW through 1989.

I

!

1
1
L--------------------------~

13617 Northup Way NE
Bellevue, WA 98005
(206) 643-4544
(206) 643-1027 (Fax)

•

I
I
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Perfection in Detail

Service & Parts Department Hours:
8 am to 6 pm Monday - Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Saturday

We honor all BMWmanufacturer's warranties...
regardl.ess ofwhere you purchased yourvehide.

Redmond
CourtesyS
Saturday Service
Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff
Competitive Pricing

BMW DEALER
. .ALTERNATIVE
. . . ..
. ...
... 30K SOK 90K Services
!?Pe.cial lzing ir:i. Elec~ricaf Diagn~stic~
T Certified Technicians
.
·
... Performance Wheels and Tires.
... ·Bolt On and:Custom Exhaust
... ·Suspension

T

*Racing
TS//! * !II
Bolb(JI
Dynamics
H&R * Eibach * Bi/stein * Koni
Remus * ACSchnitze1
BBS

;t

1.5205 NE 90th, Redmond, WA.9.8052
(206) 881-2824 Fax (206) B69:-4495
Hours: 9 am - 6 pm Daily, 10 am - 3 pm S_
aturday

The Open House was a big
success, thanks to the great turnout
..of BMW ACA members.
......-

.... If you missed it,
please come by anytime and
visit our showroom.

Discounts for Club Members Available.
Check out our website: WWW.redmondmotorsport.com Send us your inquiries and suggestions via e-mail at: REDSPORT@NWLINK.COM

Periodicals
Postage
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